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Biography
Best-selling Author, Founder and CEO of The Audacity Institute™,
Portia Taylor powerfully and authentically relates life’s twists and
turns to audiences looking to do things differently in their own right in
order to see greater impact in life and business.

A born story-teller and teacher at heart, her wildly popular, “I’m Not That
Woman” debut book has become a global classroom where women from
all walks of life tune in for guidance and a healthy dose of motivation to
live life on their own terms.

No stranger to pushing boundaries to see bold results, Portia is taking the
world by storm, with her creative style and high-energy messages. Her
audiences are multi-generational groups of both men and women and they 
depend on her uncommon insight, enlightened perspective, and to bring
much needed clarity and refreshing to a variety of demographics looking
for authenticity, breakthrough strategy and implementable inspiration.
She delivers every time!

Speaking and writing in the language of high-achievers, influencers, and
visionaries, her knack is in shifting mindsets in real time to unlock
possibilities for breakthrough thinking, limitless living, and record-
breaking momentum in your life and business. Simply put, on any
platform, Portia Taylor unlocks the ability to live with Audacity!

If ever there was a time, need and place for Audacity and this inspired gift
to the world, that time is now. This book will prove to be a life-changer for
those who want and need the mind shift it will take to transform your
current situation and propel you into the future you want, need and
deserve.

This life-changing book is powerful, honest, raw, direct, and right on
time! This book will help you learn, re-learn then hit reset on your life as
you run over doubt, fear and negativity with the volume turned up to
"10".

Have you ever read something that made you feel as if you could conquer
the world? Something so powerful you was pushed into your next level of
boldness with an unwavering, unparalleled, super-sized audacity to
double-dog-dare the devil to touch you, your family, your ministry, your
purpose, your body?



I'm talking about righteous indignation that will have
you confront and run TOWARD your enemy, although
he wasn't bothering you. YOU will want to pick a fight
because you gained a greater sense of courage
knowing that your Weapon is far greater than
anything your enemy could pull from his arsenal!

Audacity is that kind of life-changing book. It really will give
you the ability to run through troops and leap over walls.
After each chapter, you'll realize that you are gaining
strength. Your faith muscles will start to bulge. The more you
read the stronger, bolder and more audacious you will
become. If you're ready to experience that kind of
supernatural empowerment in your life... don't wait another
minute.

The chapters in this book are God-centered, mind-altering and spirit-
filled; giving the reader a sense of empowerment. Portia challenges
us to DREAM BIG and allows no one's advice or opinion override the
God-given power inside each of us!!

“Portia unleashes relentless faith and full self-expression to weave 
words into quilts of change. Get this book. Drink it in. And by all 

means, allow yourself to be forever transformed and live 
Audaciously."

www.goliveaudaciously.com
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